One of the advantages of temporal-logic model-checking tools is their ability to accompany a negative answer to the correctness query by a counterexample to the satisfaction of the specification in the system. On the other hand, when the answer to the correctness query is positive, most model-checking tools provide no witness for the satisfaction of the specification. In the last few years there has been growing awareness to the importance of suspecting the system or the specification of containing an error also in the case model checking succeeds. The main justification of such suspects are possible errors in the modeling of the system or of the specification. Many such errors can be detected by further automatic reasoning about the system and the environment. In particular, Beer et al. described a method for the detection of vacuous satisfaction of temporal logic specifications and the generation of interesting witnesses for the satisfaction of specifications.
Introduction
Temporal logics, which are modal logics geared towards the description of the temporal ordering of events, have been adopted as a powerful tool for specifying and verifying concurrent systems [Pnu81] . One of the most significant developments in this area is the discovery of algorithmic methods for verifying temporal-logic properties of finite-state systems [CE81, CES86, LP85, QS81, VW86a] . This derives its significance both from the isfaction suggests some unexpected properties of the system, namely the absence of behaviors in which the precondition was expected to be satisfied.
Several years of experience in practical formal verification have convinced the verification group in IBM Haifa Research Laboratory that vacuity is a serious problem [BBER97] . To quote from [BBER97] : "Our experience has shown that typically 20% of specifications pass vacuously during the first formal-verification runs of a new hardware design, and that vacuous passes always point to a real problem in either the design or its specification or environment." Often, it is possible to detect vacuity easily, by checking the system with respect to hand-written formulas that ensure the satisfaction of the preconditions in the specification [BB94, PP95] . Formally, we say that a formula ' 0 is a witness formula for the specification ' if a system M satisfies ' non-vacuously iff M satisfies both ' and ' 0 .
1 . In the example above, it is not hard to see that a system satisfies ' non-vacuously iff it also satisfies EFreq. Sometimes, however, the generation of witness formulas is not trivial, especially when we are interested in other types of vacuity passes, more involved than antecedent failure.
These observations led Beer et al. to develop a method for automatic generation of witness formulas [BBER97] . Witness formulas are then used for two tasks. First, for the original task of detecting vacuity, and second, for the generation of an interesting witness for the satisfaction of the specification in the system. A witness for the satisfaction of a specification in a system is a sub-system, usually a computation, that satisfies the specification. A witness is interesting if it satisfies the specification non-vacuously. For example, a computation in which both req and grant hold is an interesting witness for the satisfaction of ' above. An interesting witness gives the user a confirmation that his specification models correctly the desired behavior, and enables the user to study some nontrivial executions of the system. In order to generate an interesting witness for the specification ', one only has to find a (not necessarily interesting) witness for the conjunction '^' 0 of the specification and its witness formula. This can be done using the counterexample mechanism of model-checking tools. Indeed, a computation is a witness for '^' 0 iff it is a counterexample to :('^' 0 ).
While [BBER97] nicely set the basis for a methodology for detecting vacuity in temporal-logic specifications, the particular method described in [BBER97] is quite limited. The type of vacuity passes handled is indeed richer than antecedent failure, yet it is still very restricted. Beer et al. consider the subset w-ACTL of the universal fragment ACTL of CTL. The logic w-ACTL consists of all ACTL formulas in which all the (Boolean or temporal) binary operators have at least one operand that is a propositional formula. Many natural specifications cannot be expressed in w-ACTL.
Beyond specifications that contain existential requirements, like AGEFgrant (and thus cannot be expressed in ACTL), this includes also universal specifications like AG(AXgrant _ AX:grant), which ensures that the granting event do not distinguish between "brothers" (different successors of the same state) in the system, as we expect in systems with delayed updates (that is, when the reaction of the system to events occurs only in the successors of the position in which the event has occurred). The syntax of w-ACTL enables [BBER97] to associate with each specification, a single subformula (called important subformula) and the vacuity of passes of the specifications is then checked only with respect to this subformula. For example, in formulas like AG(req ! AFgrant), the algorithm in [BBER97] checks that req eventually holds in some path, yet it ignores the cases where AFgrant always holds. While, as claimed in [BBER97] , the latter case is less interesting, it can still help in many scenarios. The restricted syntax of w-ACTL and the restriction to important subformulas led to efficient algorithms for detection of vacuity and generation of interesting witnesses.
In this paper we present a general method for detection of vacuity and generation of interesting witnesses for specifications in CTL ? (and hence also LTL). Beyond the extension of the method in [BBER97] to highly expressive specification languages, our definition of vacuity is stronger, in the sense that we check whether all the subformulas of the specification affect its truth value in the system. In addition, we study the advantages and disadvantages of alternative definitions to vacuity, study the problem of generating linear witnesses and counterexamples for branching temporal logic specifications, and analyze the complexity of the problem.
From a computational point of view, we show that deciding whether a formula ' passes vacuously in a system M can be checked in time O(C M (j'j) j'j), where C M (j'j) is the complexity of the model-checking problem for M and '. Then, for ' in both LTL and CTL ? , the problem of generating an interesting witness for ' in M (or deciding that no such witness exists) is PSPACE-complete. Both algorithms can be implemented symbolically on top of model checking tools like SMV and VIS. As explained in Section 4, part of the difficulty in generating an interesting witness comes from the fact that we insist on linear witnesses. When we consider worst-case complexity, the algorithm for generating interesting witnesses in [BBER97] is more efficient than ours (even when applied to w-ACTL formulas). Nevertheless, as explained in Section 4, for natural formulas, the performance of the algorithms coincides.
Temporal Logic
The logic LTL is a linear temporal logic. Formulas of LTL are built from a set AP of atomic proposition using the usual Boolean operators and the temporal operators X ("next time"), U ("until"), andŨ ("duality of until"). We present here a positive normal form in which negation may be applied only to atomic propositions. Given a set AP, an LTL formula is defined as follows:
-true, false, p, or :p, for p 2 AP.
-_ ', ^', X , U', or Ũ ', where and ' are LTL formulas.
We define the semantics of LTL with respect to a computation = 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; : : :, where for every j 0, we have that j is a subset of AP, denoting the set of atomic propositions that hold in the j'th position of . We denote the suffix j ; j+1 ; : : : of by j . We use j = to indicate that an LTL formula holds in the path . The relation j = is inductively defined as follows:
-For all , we have that j = true and 6 j = false.
-For an atomic proposition p 2 AP, we have j = p iff p 2 0 and j = :p iff p 6 2 0 .
-j = _ ' iff j = or j = '.
-j = ^' iff j = and j = '.
-j = X iff 1 j = . -j = U' iff there exists k 0 such that k j = ' and i j = for all 0 i < k. -j = Ũ ' iff for every k 0 for which k 6 j = ', there exists 0 i < k such that i j = .
We use the following abbreviations in writing formulas: ] to denote the formula obtained from ' by replacing its subformula by the formula .
We define the semantics of CTL ? (and its sublanguage CTL) with respect to systems. A system M = hAP; W; R; w 0 ; Li consists of a set AP of atomic propositions, a set W of states, a total transition relation R W W, an initial state w 0 2 W, and a labeling function L : W ! 2 AP . A computation of a system is a sequence of states, = w 0 ; w 1 ; : : : such that for every i 0, we have that hw i ; w i+1 i 2 R. We define the size jMj, of a system M as above as jWj + jRj. We use w j = ' to indicate that a state formula ' holds at state w (assuming an agreed fair module M). The relation j = is inductively defined as follows (the relation j = for a path formula is the same as for in LTL).
-For all w, we have that w j = true and w 6 j = false.
-For an atomic proposition p 2 AP, we have w j = p iff p 2 L(w) and w j = :p iff p 6 2 L(w).
-w j = _ ' iff w j = or w j = '. -w j = ^' iff w j = and w j = '. -w j = E iff there exists a computation = w 0 ; w 1 ; : : : such that w 0 = w and j = . -w j = A iff for all computations = w 0 ; w 1 ; : : : such that w 0 = w, we have j = . -j = ' for a computation = w 0 ; w 1 ; : : : and a state formula ' iff w 0 j = '.
A system M satisfies a formula ' iff ' holds in the initial state of M. The problem of determining whether M satisfies ' is the model-checking problem. For a particular temporal logic, a system M, and an integer n, we use C M (n) to denote the complexity of checking whether a formula of size n in the logic is satisfied in M.
Satisfying a Formula Vacuously
Intuitively, a system M satisfies a formula ' vacuously if M satisfies ' yet it does so in a non-interesting way, which is likely to point on some trouble with either M or '. For example, a system in which req never occurs satisfies AG(req ! AFgrant)
vacuously. In order to formalize this intuition, it is suggested in [BBER97] ?]. Since the number of subformulas of ' is bounded by j'j, it follows that vacuity detection involves model checking of M with respect to at most j'j formulas, all smaller than '. Hence the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The problem of checking whether a system M satisfies a formula ' vacuously can be solved in time O(C M (j'j) j'j).
Alternative definitions
In Definition 1, we require that for every , the replacement of by does not affect 
Occurrences vs. subformulas
Recall that one can talk about a subformula affecting ' in M or about an occurrence of affecting ' in M. As we now show, the latter choice is computationally easier. Caring about whether a particular occurrence of affects the value of ' in M, we assumed, for technical convenience, that all subformulas occur only once. Given , ', and M, Theorem 1 then suggests a simple solution for the problem of deciding whether affects ' in M. Formally, the problem can be solved in time O(C M (j'j)).
In particular, when ' is in CTL, the problem can be solved in time linear in M and ' [CES86] . When has several occurrences, Theorem 1 is no longer valid. This is because different occurrences of may have different polarities. We now show that in this case the problem of deciding whether affects ' in M is most likely harder. We say that affects ' in M iff it is not the case that does not affect ' in M.
Thus, affects ' in M iff there is a formula such that either M j = ' ] and M 6 j = ', or M 6 j = ' ] and M j = '. . To prove hardness in NP, we do a reduction from SAT. Given n 0, we define the Kripke structure K n = hfq; rg; f0; : : :; n + 1g;R;0;Li, where R = fh0; 1i;h1;2i;:::;hn;n + 1i;hn + 1;n + 1ig, and L maps all states i 2 f0; : : :; n ? 1g fn + 1g to ; and maps the state n to frg. Thus, K n is a chain of n + 2 states none of which satisfies q, and only the state before the last one satisfies r. Giving a propositional formula over p 0 ; : : :; p n?1 , let be the CTL formula obtained from by replacing each occurrence of p i by (EX) i q. Then, let ' = ^(EX) n q. For example, if = (p 0 _p 1 )^(:p 1 _p 2 ), then ' = (q_EXq)^(:EXq_EXEXq)^EXEXEXq.
Since no state of K n satisfies q, the structure K n does not satisfy '. On the other hand, since, no matter what is, the only requirement that ' induces on the state n is to satisfy q, it is easy to see that there is a formula such that K n j = ' q ] iff is satisfiable: the formula is induced by a satisfying assignment for and it holds at state i iff i = n or p i is assigned true in the satisfying assignment. Using the fact that n is the only state in which r holds, we can indeed "translate" each assignment to a corresponding . In the example above, an assignment that assigns true to p 0 and p 2 induces the formula = r _ EX(r _ EXEXr). It follows that q affects ' in K n iff is satisfiable.
Interesting Witnesses
When a good model-checking tool decides that a system M does not satisfy a required property ', it returns a counterexample to the satisfaction of ', namely, some erroneous execution of M. These counterexamples are very important and they help the user to detect problems in M or in '. Most model-checking tools, however, provide no witness for the satisfaction of ' in M. Such a witness may be very helpful too, in particular when it describes an execution in which the formula is satisfied in an interesting way. In this section we discuss the generation of interesting witnesses to the satisfaction of The generation of an interesting witness involves two difficulties. The first is present in the case ' is a branching temporal logic formula and it involves the generation of a linear (rather than a branching) witness. This difficulty is analogous to the difficulty of constructing a linear counterexample in a system that violates a branching temporal logic formula. The second difficulty is present also when ' is a linear temporal logic formula and it involves the fact that all the subformulas of ' should affect the satisfaction of ' in the witness. Note that even when M satisfies ' non-vacuously, it may be that some paths of M satisfy ' vacuously. For example, a structure that satisfies AG(req ! AFgrant) non-vacuously may contain a path in which req never holds.
Moreover, it may be that M satisfies ' non-vacuously, all the paths of M satisfy ' as well, yet no path of M is an interesting witness for '. As an example, consider the formula above and a structure with two paths, one path that never satisfies req and a second path that always satisfies grant. To see another weakness of the definition of an interesting witness, consider the LTL formula ' = G(req 1 ! Fgrant 1 )^G(req 2 ! grant 2 ).
While a system M may satisfy ' non-vacuously and contain interesting witnesses for both G(req 1 ! Fgrant 1 ) and G(req 2 ! grant 2 ), the system M may not contain an interesting witness for ', as both req 1 and req 2 are required to hold in such a witness. This difficulty arises since ' is a conjunction of two specifications, and it can be avoided by separating conjunctions to their conjuncts.
We start with the first difficulty. We say that a branching temporal logic formula ' It follows from Lemma 2 that if a formula has no existential path quantifiers, or has a single path quantifier, then it is linearly witnessable. This syntactic condition is a sufficient but not a necessary one. For example, the CTL formula EXEFp is linearly witnessable, and so is the less natural formula EXp_EX:p. The latter example suggests that testing a formula for being linearly witnessable is at least as hard as the validity problem.
Theorem 4. Given a CTL formula ', deciding whether ' is linearly witnessable is in 2EXPTIME and is EXPTIME-hard.
Proof. We start with the upper bound. We first claim that if there is a system M such that M j = ' yet M has no path such that j = ', then there also exists such an M with branching degree bounded by j'j. The proof of the claim is similar to the proof of the bounded-degree property for CTL [Eme90] . Give ', let A ' be a nondeterministic Büchi tree automaton that accepts exactly all trees of branching degree at most j'j that satisfy ' [VW86b] , and let A 0 ' be nondeterministic Büchi word automaton that accepts exactly all words (i.e., trees of branching degree 1) that satisfy ' [VW94] .
We expand A 0 ' to a Büchi tree automaton A 00 ' that accepts a tree iff the tree has a path accepted by A 0 ' (in each state, A 00 ' guesses a direction in which it follows A 0 ' ). We prove that ' is linearly witnessable iff L(A ' ) L(A 00 ' ). Since the containment problem L(A) L(A 0 ) for Büchi tree automata can be solved in time that is polynomial in the size of A and exponential in the size of A 0 [EJ88, MS95] , the 2EXPTIME upper bound follows. Assume first that ' is linearly witnessable, and let T be a tree in L(A ' ). Then, T contains a path such that satisfies ', implying that is accepted by A 0 ' . Then, however, by the definition of A 00 ' , we have that T is also in L(A 00 ' ). Assume now that ' is not linearly witnessable. then, by the bounded-degree property above, there is a system, and therefore also a tree T of branching degree at most j'j such that T j = ' yet no path of T satisfies '. Hence, while the tree T is in L(A ' ), it is not accepted by A 00 ' , implying that L(A ' ) is not contained in L(A 00 ' ).
For an EXPTIME lower bound, we do a reduction from the satisfiability problem for CTL. Consider a formula ' over a set of atomic propositions that does not contain p and q. We prove that ' is not satisfiable iff = '^EXp^EXq is linearly witnessable.
Clearly, if ' is not satisfiable, then so is , which is therefore linearly witnessable. For the second direction, assume that ' is satisfiable, and consider a system M that satisfies '. We define a system M 0 as follows. If the initial state of M has two or more successors, we label one of its successors by p and we label a different successor by q. If the initial state of M has only one successor, we duplicate it, and then proceed as above. It is easy to see that while M 0 satisfies , no path of M 0 satisfies , thus is not linearly witnessable.
The gap between the upper and lower bounds in Theorem 4 is similar to gaps in related problems such as the complexity of determining whether a CTL ? formula has an equivalent LTL formula (a 2EXPTIME upper bound and an EXPTIME lower bound [KV98b] ), the complexity of determining whether an LTL formula has an equivalent alternation-free -calculus formula (an EXPSPACE upper bound and a PSPACE lower bound [KV98a] ), and several more problems. Essentially, in all the problems above we check the equivalence between a set of trees that satisfy A', for an LTL formula ', and a set of trees that is defined directly by some branching-time formalism. The best known translation of A' to a tree automaton involves a doubly-exponential blow up. This is because the nondeterministic automaton for ', whose size is exponential in j'j, needs to be determinized before its expansion into a tree automaton, or, alternatively (as in the proof above), the nondeterministic tree automaton for E:' needs to be complemented. The doubly-exponential size of the tree automaton then leads to EXPSPACE and 2EXPTIME upper bounds. On the other hand, typical EXPSPACE and 2EXPTIME lower-bound proofs for temporal logic [VS85, KV95] require the use of temporal logic formulas that do not fit into the restricted syntax that is present in the problems above (e.g., formulas of the form A' d ! ' for some CTL ? formula ').
The generation of interesting witnesses in [BBER97] goes through a search for a counterexample for a "witnessing formula". This generation succeeds only for witnesses formulas for which a linear counterexample exists. It is claimed in [BBER97] that almost all interesting CTL formulas indeed have linear counterexamples. We say that a branching temporal logic formula is linearly counterable iff for every system M, if M 6 j = ' then M has a path such that 6 j = '. The following theorem, which characterizes linearly counterable formulas, follows immediately from the definitions of linearly witnessable and linearly counterable. 
Equivalently, given a system M and an ECTL formula ', the model-checking problem
In practice, we are interested in generating a linear witness (and thus in the question of linear witnessability) only in systems M that satisfy '. Note that the proof of Theorem 7 shows that deciding whether ' is linearly witnessable in M is PSPACE-complete already for M as above.
We now study the second difficulty: finding an interesting linear witness. Recall that the generation of interesting witnesses in [BBER97] goes through a search for a counterexample for a witnessing formula. The definition of the witnessing formula in [BBER97] crucially depends on the restricted syntax of w-ACTL. Below we generate a witnessing formula for general branching or linear temporal logic formulas. Given a formula ' (in either LTL or CTL ? ), we define witness(') = '^^ The lower bound in Theorem 9 implies that the generation of interesting witnesses may require, at the worst case, space that is polynomial in the length of the specification, which in practice means that it may require time that is exponential in the length of the specification. On the other hand, the method in [BBER97] requires only linear time. The comparison of the two approaches from a complexity-theoretic point of view is actually a special case of the traditional comparison between LTL and CTL model-checking complexity. Indeed, while the generation in [BBER97] goes through the counterexample mechanism for CTL formulas [CGMZ95] , ours go through the counterexample mechanism for LTL formulas, which uses an automata-theoretic reduction (exponential in the worst case) to CTL counterexample generation [VW86a] . Our experience with this comparison teaches us that, in practice, standard LTL model checkers perform nicely on most formulas. In fact, for formulas that can be expressed in both LTL and CTL, LTL model-checking tools often proceeds essentially as CTL model-checking tools. Intuitively, both model checkers proceed according to the semantics of the formula and are insensitive to the syntax in which the formula is given (for a detailed analysis and comparison of the two verification paradigms see [KV98b] ). Experimental results of LTL and CTL model checking of common specifications support our observation and show no advantage to the branching paradigm [Cla97, BRS99] . In addition, once LTL model checking (or generation of counterexamples) is reduced to detection of a fair computation in the product of the system and the automaton for the negation of the specification, such a detection can be performed using CTL model-checking tools, thus our method can be implemented symbolically on top of model checkers such as SMV or VIS.
Discussion
We presented a general method for detection of vacuity and generation of interesting witnesses for specifications in CTL ? . The results in the paper can be easily extended to handle systems with fairness conditions. A typical fairness condition for a system M = hAP; W; R; w 0 ; Li is a tuple hF 1 ; : : :; F k i of subsets of W. Such a condition means that we restrict attention to computations that visit each F i infinitely often [Fra86] . It is known that model-checking algorithms extend to systems with such fairness conditions [CES86, VW86a] . Since our method is based on the model-checking algorithm, it can therefore be easily extended to handle fairness. Also, being based on the model-checking algorithm, our method is fully automatic, and all the common heuristics for coping with the state-explosion problem are applicable to it. As with model checking, the discouraging complexity bounds for the problems discussed in the paper do rarely appear in practice. An interesting open question is how to find interesting witnesses of minimal length (cf. [CGMZ95] ).
Vacuity check is only one approach to challenge the correctness of the verification process. We mention here two recent related approaches. An approach that is closely related to vacuity is taken in the process of constraint validation in the verification tool FormalCheck [Kur98] . In order to validate a set of constraints about the environment, the constraints are converted into specifications and are checked with respect to a model of the environment. Sometimes, however, there is no model of the environment, and instead, FormalCheck proceeds with some heuristic sanity checks for constraint validation. This includes a search for enabling conditions that are never enabled, and a replacement of all or some of the constraints by false. A different approach is described in [KGG99] , where the authors extend the notion of coverage from testing to model checking. Given a specification and its implementation, bisimulation is used in order to check whether the specification covers the entire functionality performed by the implementation. If the answer is negative, the specification is suspected for not being sufficiently restrictive.
